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1. INTRODUCTION
Microfluidic devices provide researchers with numerous
advantages such as high throughput, increased sensitivity
and accuracy, lower cost, and reduced reaction time [13, 11,
6]. However, design, fabrication, and running a microfluidic
device are still heavily reliant on expertise [2, 1, 8]. Recent
studies suggest micro-milling can be a semi-automatic, inex-
pensive, and simple alternative to common fabrication meth-
ods [3]. Micro-milling does not require a clean-room, mask
aligner, spin-coater, and Plasma bonder, thus cutting down
the cost and time of fabrication significantly. Moreover,
through this protocol researchers can easily fabricate mi-
crofluidic devices in an automated fashion eschewing levels
of expertise required for typical fabrication methods, such as
photolithography, soft-lithography, and etching [14]. How-
ever, designing a microfluidic chip that meets a certain set
of requirements is still heavily dependent on a microfluidic
expert, several days of simulation, and numerous experi-
ments to reach the required performance. To address this,
studies have reported random automated design of microflu-
idic devices based on numerical simulations for micro-mixing
[12]. However, random design generation is heavily reliant
on time-consuming simulations carried out beforehand, and
is prone to error due to the accuracy limitations of the nu-
merical method. On the other hand, by using micro-milling
for ultra-fast and inexpensive fabrication of microfluidic de-
vices and Taguchi design of experiments for state-space ex-
ploration of all of the geometric parameters, we are able to
generate a database of geometries, flow rates, and flow prop-
erties required for a single primitive to carry out a specified
microfluidic task.
In this work, we report a modular automated design tool for
microfluidic devices. DAFD (Design Automation based on
Fluid Dynamics) enables researchers to design a microfluidic
chip component-by-component. DAFD will output geomet-
ric parameters (alongside with fluid and flow properties) that
can be incorporated into a standardized design description
of these microfluidic components [10], hence allowing the
design layouts to be automatically generated for the whole
chip using Fluigi [4] .
2. DAFD - DROPLET GENERATION
Droplet generation was chosen as the first candidate of
study due to its superior control over sample volume and
concentration (ideal for biological reactions), and the com-
plex interdependence between geometry and fluid dynamics.
The first step of characterizing a geometry for a given mi-
Figure 1: a. Geometric parameters of microfluidic cross-
junction droplet generation, including water inlet width, oil
inlet width, orifice length, orifice size, output channel width,
and channel depth. b. Cross-junction microfluidic droplet
generation. c. Droplets are counted and measured using
image processing. d. Changes in geometry and flow rates
results in altered droplet radius and generation rate.
crofluidic primitive (droplet generator, mixer. etc.) starts
with Taguchi design of experiments to minimize the number
of required geometrical variations to explore the state-space
[9]. Then each geometry will be tested for different fluid and
flow properties. Once the data is gathered, it will be fed to
an ANFIS (Adaptive Network-based Fuzzy Inference Sys-
tem) model to train a predictive model. Once trained, AN-
FIS is able to create predictive models based on experimen-
tal data through artificial intelligence and statistical analysis
[5]. Finally, its predictive accuracy will be verified experi-
mentally and fed to DAFD back-end as shown in Figure 2.
The cross-junction flow-focusing droplet generator was used
for the study due to its superior control over droplet size and
its geometry that can be fully defined with six parameters as
shown in Figure 1 [7]. For each parameter five different lev-
els were considered; having six parameters in total , without
Taguchi design of experiments, 15625 different geometries
would have to be tested. However, through Taguchi design
of experiments, this number will be reduced to 25. For each
geometry, several water and oil flow rates will be examined
to study their effect on droplet size and generation rate, and
the data will be fed to DAFD database.
Figure 2: Yellow: Fluigi workflow for automated design of microfluidic devices, interface with DAFD. Blue: DAFD algorithmic
approach for characterizing and modeling a microfluidic primitive into a database. Pink: Each design query will go through
DAFD database to find an exact geometry or approximation based on predictive model. Green: An example of design query
and construction rules for microfluidic cross-junction droplet generation. (*INT: Integer)
3. INTEGRATIONWITH FLUIGI
DAFD lowers the barrier of entry into microfluidics by re-
ducing the amount of prior knowledge necessary to design
microfluidic devices. On the other hand, Fluigi as a new
paradigm for physical design of microfluidic devices, is an
automated CAD tool to generate the layout of the microflu-
idic device based on high-level description. Through the
Fluigi workflow, the tool will send design queries to DAFD
using the abstract Liquid Flow Relations (LFR) described
by the user to design a microfluidic device. DAFD, in turn,
will query its database for an exact geometry for the cor-
responding primitive; if one does not exist, it will use its
predictive model to approximate the geometry for the de-
scribed task as shown in Figure 2.
4. CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
By considering the basic microfluidic primitives required
to carry out common biological protocols in a microfluidic
chip, such as droplet generators, micro-mixers, cell-traps,
and gradient generators, and fully characterizing them to
build a large enough database and an accurate predictive
model, DAFD will enable researchers to design a functional
microfluidic chip based on their needs without any prior mi-
crofluidic knowledge. We are also aiming to model the other
mentioned microfluidic primitives in the future.
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